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entitled Neo-Nazis Deny Obvious White Supremacism to the Media, as Joey
Gibson Turns a Blind Eye,” and “White Supremacist Organizer Jacob Ott is Not
Welcome in Portland“ to see evidence of the full depth of Ott’s racist and fascist
activities.

In the time since we originally provided detailed information about him, we have
discovered that Jacob Ott appears to have legally changed his name to reflect the
fashy “Jake Von Ott” moniker he used while acting as regional coordinator for the
white nationalist “Identity Europa” organization. Immediately after Rose City Antifa’s
last article on Von Ott, he gave an interview to the PSU Vanguard in which he
announced that he had stepped down as regional coordinator of Identity Europa,
but expressed pride, not regret, over the white supremacist fascist organizing which
had brought him such disgraceful infamy. Both Jacob Von Ott and his mother,
Shelly Renee Frank (who shares many of her son’s views) have moved to new
addresses since our last release of information. While he has apparently veered
toward neo-Pagan white nationalism and Evolian esoteric fascism, Ott also
continues to use his social media accounts to spread Identity Europa propaganda
and white nationalist messaging.

In mid March of 2018, Jake Von Ott posts Identity Europa propaganda to his
instagram account. Also pictured is a book by French far-right writer Guillaume
Faye as translated by the alt-right “Arktos” publisher. Faye has participated in white
nationalist conferences such as those held by American Renaissance and is
considered an important theorist in the French Nouvelle Droite movement along
with other fascist intellectuals such as Alain de Benoist.
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Jake Von Ott, who has publicly fantasized about murdering refugees in the past
year, continues the trend on his instagram account.
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NAME: Jacob Stephen Von Ott
DOB: October 3, 1997
ADDRESS: Hood Center Apartments 1313 NE Hogan Pl, Gresham, OR
EMPLOYMENT: Recently unemployed
SCHOOL: Part-time student at Mount Hood Community College
SOCIAL MEDIA:
facebook/sigurd.sigmundsson.39
instagram/germanic_lanklet
twitter/glanklet

CLEAR PHOTOGRAPHS

TATTOOS
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Rose City Antifa is dedicated to exposing, opposing, and confronting fascist activity.
If you have further information regarding any of the people mentioned in this article,
or other fascist and white supremacist activity in the Pacific Northwest, please email
us at fight_them_back@riseup.net.




